Is Quantum Space a Random Cantor Set with a Golden Mean
Dimension at the Core? version is dy' = formula dp' = (l/d:')"-l 
It is the aim of this short note to glance at the implications of the preceeding construction to the geometry of micro space-time of quantum mechanics. More precisely, we mean the implications to the comprehensive effort of Nottale [4] to give up differentiability and assume micro space-time to be a fractal and our own slightly more radical proposal to give up even continuity and regard micro space-time as a multidimensional Cantor set [5] . This proposal seems attractive to us for many reasons, but one of the most important is the natural dependence on the resolution which such spaces possess. In other words, the scale covariance of Cantorian geometry [3-81. This feature is, of course, shared by Nottale's work [4] . Our preference for the "discretum", however, stem from the failure to prove in mathematics the continuum hypothesis. This alone-and apart from the hard experimental evidence of quantum mechanics-should have evicted continuity from physics long ago. The attraction of a random Cantor set with a Golden Mean Hausdorff dimension as model for micro space-time is also varied. A particularly subtle one is that it solves the problem of transition from a flat very orderly space to a rugged random space governed by probability.
Such random space, one must ponder, should inherit some of the order of the 
which is of course in our context particularly suggestive. Now, with dr' = @ we can say even more than just that dy' = (l/G)". This is because dj(" = c$ is precisely the only Cantor set for which the average dimension (d) of an infinite dimensional set as defined in ref.
[3] is also exactly equal to (1/Q)3. In other words, the centre of an infinite dimensional random Cantor set is a four-dimensional Cantor set with average Hausdorff dimension
[3] 
